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DIFFEOMORPHISMS ALMOST REGULARLY HOMOTOPIC
TO THE IDENTITY

BY

ROBERT WELLS

Abstract. Let /: M -» M be a self-map of a closed smooth n-manifold.

Does there exist a diffeomorphism <p: M-* M homotopic to/? Define <p to

be almost regularly homotopic to the identity if <p\M — pt. is regularly

homotopic to the inclusion M — pt. c M. Let $: M -> M V M be the
result of collapsing the boundary of a smooth n-cell in M, and let

M V M-*M be the codiagonal. For { e irn(M) define t(£) to be the

composition

i// ivi A'
M-*M V M -* M V A/->A/.

Theorem. If M is 2-connected, s-parallelizable, and n = 2/ > 5 w/VA / as 0

mod (4), /A«! t(£) contains a diffeomorphism almost regularly homotopic to the

identity iff £ is in the kernel of the stabilization map irn(M) -» v¡¡(M).

1. Introduction. The problem of describing the homotopy behavior of

diffeomorphisms is obviously very complicated. For instance, if M is a

smooth closed «-manifold and/:Af -» M is a map, one may ask, usually in

vain, whether there exists a diffeomorphism ç>: A/-» M homotopic to/. There

are many necessary conditions, but not many sufficient conditions. In this

paper we investigate a severely restricted class of diffeomorphisms, and

corresponding homotopy classes, to obtain a sufficient condition in that class,

and also a new necessary condition.

A diffeomorphism q>: A/-» M is almost regularly homotopic to the identity if

the restriction tp: M - {pt.} -» M is regularly homotopic to the inclusion

M — {pt.} c Af. The homotopy classes of such diffeomorphisms are repre-

sented by maps A/-» A/ such that/| A/ — D" is the inclusion M — D"E M,

where D" is a smooth «-disk in A7 not depending on/. Such a map/ defines a

map (f\D") u id: D" Us»-i77" -> A7, and so an element of tt„(M). Thus we

obtain a 1-1 correspondence between the elements of tt„(M) and such maps/

modulo homotopies fixing M - D". If £ G tt„(M), let t'(£) be the correspond-

ing class of such maps /; that class t'(£) in turn determines a class t(|) of
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maps M -» M modulo unrestricted homotopies. The theorem we wish to

prove is

Theorem I. If M is stably parallelizable and 2-connected, and dim M = 21

> 5 with /SO mod 4, then there is in t(£) a diffeomorphism almost regularly

homotopic to the identity iff £ is in the kernel of the stabilization tt„(M)-*

<(M).

I wish to thank Tom Farrell for very useful discussions regarding this

theorem. Also, I wish to thank the referee for pointing out the following

consquence of Theorem 1 :

Theorem 2. Suppose that M satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and that, in

addition, M' has cells only in dimensions /* = 0, 1, 3, 7 mod (8). Then t(Q

contains a diffeomorphism iff £ is in the kernel of the stabilization map

*n(JI/)-»<(M).

Proof of Theorem 2. Since M is 2-connected, by reversing a Morse

function we see that M' has no cells in dimensions n — 2, n — 1, or n. Then

Hr(M': TTr(SO)) = Hr(M': TrrSO(n)). But since M' is parallelizable, the

obstructions to regularizing homotopies of immersions M' -> M lie in these

groups. The condition on the cells of M' makes these groups zero. Thus <p|M'

homotopic to the inclusion implies q>\M' regularly homotopic to the inclusion,

and the theorem follows.

2. Proof of sufficiency. The proof of sufficiency requires constructions

made in [2]. We will recall those constructions here, but refer to [2] for details

and proofs. We assume M is an oriented smooth closed, stably parallelizable

zz-manifold. Let the following diagram be the Moore-Postnikov factorization

of A/-»pt.:

M-^M

N^-1_+ K(nx+1(M), X + 2)

1

That is, ( is a homotopy equivalence, each vertical map_A/x+,-»A/A is a

fibration induced by the ¿-invariant kx, and ux.: ttí(M)^>tt¡(Mx) is an
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isomorphism for i < X, and tt¡(Mx) = 0 for / > A. Let E-+BSO be the

principal SO bundle and let

I
BSOx+i

BSO,

BSO

I

be the Moore-Postnikov factorization of E -» 50. Then the Moore-Postnikov

factorization of the (homotopically trivial) classifying map A7 -» BSO of the

normal bundle of M is given by

M-^M x5

1
Mx+1 x5SC\+1

MK x 550x

5S0

where we write wx = uxX r/x. We may assume A7 -» 550 is a Gauss

map-that is, induced by an immersion. And each of the fibrations vx

determines a Lashof cobordism theory ß*(üx) as in [1].

Suppose <p: M^> M is a diffeomorphism and h a regular homotopy from

the inclusion M' = M — {pt.} c M to the restriction rp|A7': M' -*M. Let

51 Xv M be the mapping torus of <p; then « defines an immersion H:

Sx x M'->SX x9 M. We fix throughout an orientation [Sx] for S1; then

[51] and [A/] determine an orientation [Sx XVM] of Sx X^M. Let nv:

Sx Xv M-*BSO be any Gauss map extending 1 X A/-» A/-» 550. Then

we have a diagram
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(S1 xM')U(l xty-^^S1 xM->MxE

H U incl.

which commutes on 1 x M and up to homotopy mod 1 X M. There is a

unique lift t(<p,h): S1 X <pA/-> Mn_x X BSOn_x making the diagram

Sl xM'Ul xM->MxE

si XifiM    ^h)   )Mn_i xäScVi

commute up to homotopy mod 1 x M. The lift t(<p, h) does depend on the

choice of nv, but it represents an element t(<p, h) EQn+x(Vn_x) which is

independent of the choice of nw. We regard t(<p, h) as the bordism mapping

torus of (cp, h).

The element t(<p, h) represents also an element of another group D (M)

which we now define. Let D(M) = {(<p, t)\<p: M-» M is a diffeomorphism

and t: Sx X,, M-> M„_x X BSO„_x is a lift of a Gauss map S1 xv M->

550 such that /|1XA/ = (1xM-*M-h>M-> 550)}.

We introduce an equivalence relation ss in D (M) by setting (<p0, f0) «

(cp,, /,) if there exist:

(1) a concordance $:A/X/->MX/ from cp0 to <p„

(2) a lifting L: 5 ' X9 (M X I) -> M„_, X BSO„_, of a Gauss map,

(3) diffeomorphisms a,: S1 Xfl M-^ 51 X4 (A/ X z) fixed on 1 X M, such

that L o «o = /„, L ° a, = f, andL|l X M X / = (1 X M X /-> M-> M->

A/„_, X ASO,,.,). Denote the quotient D(M)/t& by Z)(M) and the equiva-

lence class of (cp, /) by [<p, t]. We define a group structure on D (M) by

defining [cp, t] • [$, s] E D(M) as follows: Let K be the displayed subset of

the plane
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We obtain a manifold with boundary by starting with K X M and identifying

as the above picture suggests. Let X be the resulting manifold; then canoni-

cally,

3A- = 5' X9 A/JI51 X^ A71L51 X-9    M.

Let T be the subset of K indicated by the heavy lines. Then T X M E X and

T X M n Sx X9M = the copy of 1 X M in 51 Xv M: the same is true for

T X M n 51 X+ A7 in 51 X^M; and for T X M n 51 X9„ ^ A7 in 51

X9„ ^ Af. Moreover, 51 X,, Af u T X M u 51 X,,, M is a strong defor-

mation retract of_X\ Thus we may extend the lift tils over T X M by

(rxM-*A7^A7^.A7n_,X 550„_,), and then over X by the retraction.

Restricting to Sx Xv<>ljlM the_extended lift, we obtain a lift t-s which

restricts to (1 X Af"-» A/-> A7-» A7„_, X BSO„_x) over 1 X A7. Thus

[œ » i/>, t • s] E D (M). It is shown in [2] that the product [<p, t] • [\j/, s] =

[<p ° \¡/, t • s] is well defined and a group structure on D (Af).

Clearly, each (<p, /) G 7>(A7) determines an element ß[<p, t] G ti„+i(V„_x).

This element depends only on [<¡p, t], and the resulting map ß: D(M)->

$ln+x(V„_x) is a homomorphism. Let tt0 Diff: M be the group of concordance

classes of diffeomorphisms. The map D(M) -> tt0 Diff: M given by [<p, t] ->

[tp] is clearly a well-defined homomorphism. The mapping torus construction

above assigned to each pair (<p, h) (with tp: A7-^> A/ a diffeomorphism and « a

regular homotopy from inch M' E M to <p|Af) a lift r(<p, h) so that

[<p, t(tp, h)] E D(M); then clearly r(<p, A) = ^[tp, r(<p, «)]. Finally for each

[<p, i] G 7) (A/) there exists a pair (<p, «) such that [<p, /] = [<p, r(rp, A)]. Thus

the image of the homomorphism D (M) -» 7r0 Diff: M consists precisely of

the concordance classes of diffeomorphisms almost regularly homotopic to

the identity. Finally, in [2] is established also a surgery exact sequence

Ln+2(l)^D(M)AQH+l(V„.l)-*L„+x(\).
Since M is stably parallelizable we have for large r a degree one map a:

5fl+r->5rA/. Recall the track (abelian) group [X, Y) = lim{S'X, S'Y);

composition turns {Af, M) into a ring. Let E(M) be the 77-space of

homotopy equivalence M -» A7. Then we have a canonical homomorphism

tt0E(M) -» [M, M}° where 5° is the group of units of the ring 5. Also a*:

{Af, Af} -» {5", M) = tt¿(M, pt.) is a homomorphism with respect to track

addition. Since o represents an element of Trsn (M, pt.), we denote also by a

both that element and the constant map to that element. We have a map

a* - a: {M, M)°-*tt*(M, pt.) which is not necessarily a homomorphism.

To interpret the map, consider the cofibration A/'-> A/->5". Then a* splits

the track exact sequence to give a short split exact sequence

0 -+ {S", M] ±=ï [M, Ai} ——► {M', Ai} —> 0
p* r
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Thus, if r > 2n + 1 and /: SrM -* SrM restricted to SrM' is homotopic to

the inclusion, a*[f] - a is the obstruction to homotoping / to the identity.

Finally, we have a canonical homomorphism 7r0Diff: M-^tt0E(M). The

composition of the above three maps is a map 7r0Diff: M-*tt¡¡(M, pt.) which

measures very coarsely the homotopy difference between a diffeomorphism

and the identity. Let tt0 Diff"-1: M be the subgroup of 7r0Diff: M consisting

of concordance classes of diffeomorphisms almost regularly homotopic to the

identity. Set 9 = ô'|7r0Diffn_l: M. For <p E TT0Diff-1: M we have 0(cp) = 0

iff <p is stably homotopic to the identity.

To see that 9 is a homomorphism, we introduce a similar map 0: D(M) ->

tt„(M). If [<p, t(<p, h)) E D(M), we let

c[rp,/(<p,/z)]E//n(A/,M':7rfl(M))

= Hn+X (M X I, M X 0 U M' X I U M X 1: tt„(m))

he the obstruction to extending the regular homotopy A to a homotopy h from

the identity to <p. Let [M] be the orientation of M; we set 0[cp, /(cp, h)] =

c[<p, t((p, h)] n [Af ]. It follows from the details in [2] of the construction of

D (M) that 0 is well defined; in that case the diagram

D(M)
0

■irn(M)

7T0 Diff-
e

:A/^-*<(A/,pt.)

clearly commutes, where the left vertical is the canonical epimorphism, and

the right vertical, stabilization.

Proposition 1. 0 is a homomorphism.

Proof. We have the diagram, whose right square commutes, whose left

square homotopy commutes, and whose left square commutes when restricted

to 1 X M:

1 xA/US1 xAF ^„x/tfCVi ?&th(K(it„(ltfj), n + 1)

%, h) vn-l

S* x^M- ■+ M„_t x BSO„_1—* K(n„(M), « + 1),

in which the square, i.e. 'homotopy maps of pairs', are denoted by barred

letters; the unbarred letters denote the bottom maps.

The obstruction t(<p,h)*kn_x to a relative lift Sx XVM-+M„X BSO„_x

is equal to the obstruction
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c[<p, t(<p, h)] G 77n+1 (Af X 7, A/ X 0 U A7' X 7 U M X 1:7r„(A7))

to extending the regular homotopy A to a homotopy from the identity to <p.

Then

0[<p, t(<p, A)] « t(<p, h)*kn_x n [51 X,, A/].

Thus we obtain the commutative diagram

where k„_x is the characteristic class homomorphism. But then 0 is factored

into homomorphisms, itself must be a homomorphism, and the proposition is

proved.

Corollary. 9\TT0Diff~x: A7 is a homomorphism.

Theorem 1 is a corollary of the following, slightly stronger theorem.

Theorem l'.Ifn = 2l>5 with / ^ 0 mod 4 and M is 2-connected, then the
q s

sequence D (M) -» tt2,(M) -*• tt21(M, pt.) is exact.

Theorem l'=> sufficiency. We have a commutative diagram with left

vertical an epimorphism and top row exact if n = 2/ with / sé 0 mod 4 and M

is 2-connected:

D(M) —^-> n„(M) —£-» <(M, pt.)

T

Tt0 Diff""l : M->• 7T0 Map(M, M)

If | G ker 5, then £ = 0[<p, t] and <p G t(|), so sufficiency in the theorem is

proved modulo Theorem 1'.

Proof of Theorem 1'. Let T(^) be the spectrum obtained by taking the

Thorn spaces of finite dimensional vector bundles, over finite subcomplexes

of 550M, which stabilize to represent restrictions of £M. Let ß*(Kx) be the

Lashof cobordism theory of the fibration Mx X BSOx-*BSO. The Thorn

Isomorphism Theorem determines canonical isomorphisms

nn+i(Vx)^<+i(Mx+ A re * Hn+X(MX: T(Q) for all A. Now
(Mx, MX+X)->(MX, Mx) may be regarded as a fibration pair with fiber the

pair (contractible, K(ttx+x(M), X + 1)). We apply the Whitehead Spectral
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Sequence to this fibration and the generalized homology theory //,( : F(¿p)

to obtain

^(MA,A/A+,:F(|/l))^//m_x_2(A/x:^+,(M)),

where //^( : ttx+x(M)) means ordinary homology with coefficients ttx+x(M),

with w < 2\ + 2 if ju > A + 1, andzw<À-r-u.-l-lifu<A-f-l. Thus

H2l+2 (Mx, Mx+X: F(£2/+, )) = H2I+, (Mx, Mx+X: F(|2/+, )) = 0   for X > 21

and we have an isomorphism

H2I+X (M: F(£x)) " H2I+X (Mv: F(£2/+, )).

(Notice F(^) is the same as the sphere spectrum in given dimensions above.)

Then the exact sequence of //„( : F(|2/+,)) for the pair (A/2/_„ M2I) and the

two isomorphisms above yield the exact sequence

»2/+i(A/: T(Z2l+x))^H2l+x(M2l_x: F(£2/+, ))-* H0(M2l_x: tt21(M))

which, in turn, shows that this sequence is exact,

#2/+. (M: F(£2/+, )) -» H2l+X (A/2/_,: F(|2/+, ))^°tt21(M),

where /c2/_, n is the obvious characteristic class homomorphism.

Now we need a lemma.

Lemma. Suppose [m/2] + 1 < X. Then the kernel of Hm(Y: F(£x+,))->

Hm(Y: T(ix)) is a subquotient of Hm_x(Y X BSOx: irx+x(BSO)) and the

cokernel is a subquotient of Hm_x_x(Y X BSOx: ttx+x(BSO)).

Proof of lemma. The cofibration sequence of spectra F(£x+,)-> F(£x)->

F(£x)/F(£x+1) gives rise to a long exact sequence of homology theories

...-^//m+,(y:F(|x)/F(|x+,))->^ffl(7:F(£x+,))

-*Hm(Y:T(Çx))->....

We may interpret Hm+X(Y: F(|x)/F(£x+,)) as the lift bordism classes of lifts

3T->YxBSOx+1

n     f

r-> Y x BSOx

of Gauss maps T -» BSO, with dim T = m + 1. We have the fibration map

Y x BSOx+x-► ?ath(K(irx+1(BSO), X + 1))

it

Y x BSOx->K(irx+l(BSO), X + 1).
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That is, k E HX+X(Y X BSOx, Y X BSOx+x: ttx+x(BSO)), so

77ffl+1(7 X BSO» Y X BSOx+x)n4Hm_x(Y X BSOx: ttx+x(BSO)).

Clearly fJT, 3T] n k¥=0 implies thatjhe bordism class of /is nontrivial. On

the other hand, suppose /jr, 3T] n k = 0. We may assume that T-* Y x

BSOx is homotopy equivalent to a map with ([(m + l)/2] - l)-connected

fiber. Since [m/2] + 1 < A, it follows that Hm_x(T)-+ Hm_x(Y X BSOx) is

an isomorphism with any coefficients. Now,

[r.ar] nfkEHm.x(r:frx+l(Bso))

and we have ¿(JT, 3r] n f*k) = JJT, 3r] n k = 0, so [I\ dT] n f*k = 0.
Then by Poincaré duality,/*/: = 0. But then there is a relative lift r~» Y X

BSOx which makes the bordism class off trivial. Thus

0^77m+1(7: nZx)/T(Zx+l))^>Hm+l(Y X BSOx, Y X BSOx+x) n k

n

Hm_x(YXBSOx:TTx+x(BSO)).

It follows that the kernel is as described; the argument for the cokernel is

identical, and the lemma is proved.

It follows from the lemma, and the hypotheses that / ^ 0 mod 4 and A7 is

2-connected, that

ffai+i {M2I_X: 5(|2/+1 )) -> 772/+l (A72/_,: r(|2/_, ))

is an isomorphism. Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram with

top row exact:

772Z+1(M: r(?2/+1))->772Z+1(M2/_i: T(%2l_x)) ^y2l(M)

ß

D(M)

and it follows from the surgery exact sequence of [2],

i^+2(l)^i)(A/)4>Q2/+1(K2/.1)->L2/+1(l),

that ß is onto. Thus lmage(0) = Image(nA;), and from now on we seek to

show that Image(n k) = kernel(5: tt2,(M) -> tt2¡(M, pt.)).

Denoting the sphere spectrum by T(^K), the same methods as above, using

/ & 0 mod 4 and the 2-connectivity of M, show that the following maps are

isomorphisms:
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H2l+1 (M: F(|M)) %H2I+X (M: F(¿2/+, )),

"2Z-H (M2/_,: T(^)) * H2l+X (Mv_x: F(£2,_, )).

Using again the Whitehead Spectral Sequence as before, we find that the

obstruction characteristic class homomorphism is an isomorphism,

H2l+l(M2,-vM: T(U))n^2,(M),

and we have the commutative diagram

^z+Äz-i:^,-!)),

TT2l(M)"2l+i(M2i-v T(U)

fÍ2i+1(M2l.l,M:T(U)

from which we see that lmage(0) = Image(nzV), where DA: is now the

middle horizontal in the diagram instead of the top.

Let H denote reduced homology. The image of H2I+X(M2I_X: F(£M)) in

H2i+l(M2l_x, M'- T(£J) is the same as that of H2l+X(M2I_X: FfêJ), so we

finally seek the image of H2l+x(M2l_x: F (£«,)) ->• tt2,(M). We have the

following commutative diagram with exact rows,

"Sz+iMP*-)" -**Si+i(tf2i-i.pt-)- - «Sz+iCMii-i.«)—^ «áiCw. Pt.)

H2t+¿M- It«-))-*«2i+i(W2l_1: nU)-*fí2l+i(^2i-uM- nU)-+H2I(tf: T\U)

w2l(M)

Thus it will suffice to show that 3 ° (n k)~x = S.

To see that 3 ° (Dk)~x = S, recall that we may interpret H2I+X(M2¡_X, M:

^ (£<»)) as we u^ bordism classes of lifts

n

r-

-►A/xF

-*M2,_i xF

BSO
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of Gauss maps, where dim T = 21 + 1. Say x E w2,(M). We choose a lift

tx
S21 —

n      f

D2l+1 _

-►Mx5

->-Af2/_1 x E

of a Gauss map, such that /, represents x. Then bordism class [f] =

(Dk)~x(x), and S2l-*M represents 3 <> (nk)~\x) in tt¡,(M, pt.). But that

element is 5[/,] = Sx, and Theorem 1' is proved.

3. Proof of necessity. For this part we have that A7 is a 2-connected smooth,

closed, stably parallelizable manifold. We define a map t: (7r0Map(M, A/)) X

tt„(M) -» ir0Map(M, M). Then the proof of the theorem follows immediately

from simple properties of t.

We define t([A], [/]) to be the homotopy class of the composition

<P h\/f A'
A7-»A7 V 5" -» M V A7^A7,

where <p is the map that pinches to a point the boundary of a smooth D" in

M, and A' is the folding map.

Proposition 2. If degree(f) = 0, then t(1, [/]) G tt0E(M). The proof is
clear.

Proposition 3. 7/degree(/) = 0 and degree(g) = 0, then t(1, g) • r(l,f) =

t(t(1, g),f).

Proof. We may assume that the diagram

/
5" ->M

S" V 5"   fW°>M\/S"

commutes, where \p is a pinching of 5" defining an H' structure. Then the

following diagram homotopy commutes:

1V/        ..,...,        A'M-X-tMVS" ■+MVM- -+M

1 V \p <9 \/<p

I      <p. V /, V 0,
MVS"V Sn —---2-> (M V 5") V (A/ V 5")

((1 V *) « v,), V /^ V 0'3
1 A'

A' + MV S"

1 Vs

(MMM)M M MM-

Il VA'

(MVM)V M—

-+M y M

K
-»■M
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where <p, is <p from the first term to the first term,/2 is/from the second term

to the first term in the second, and 03 is 1 from the third term to the second

term in the second. Also, ((1 V g) ° <ï>)i is (1 V g) ° <P from the first term to

the first,/2 is/from the second to the second, and Oj is g from the third to the

third. Finally A" is the triple fold.
The composition around the upper right corner represents t(1, [g])-

t(1, [/]). Therefore so does the composition around the lower left corner. This

last composition is the composition around the upper right corner in the

following commutative diagram; we abbreviate 77 = (1 V g) ° <P m the

following commutative diagram:

M^M MS'
1 V 1!/                           H. V K V 0, 1 V A'n ±yJUM v S" V S"     '       2-i* (MM M) MM VM ' >

H V 1 H VI 'IV/jV 03

Im m m m s" -LYJu (m v m) s/ sn m s*

H V (A' » (/ V 0) o ty)

r(l,g) V(/+0)

T(T(l,g),/+0)

■(MM M) M M

A' V 1

MM M

A'

M,

from which the proposition follows immediately.

Proposition 4. t(t(A,/), g) = r(h,f+ g).

Proof. The following diagram homotopy commutes:

MJg^MvyJ£-V_UMV5»v5n  hVfyl >MMMMS"  A'V1>MVS"

hMfVg

IMMM

1 v A

1 Mg

M VM

A'

hyV + *ï   ,MWM A'
tAf

TÍA./+-*)

and the proposition follows immediately.

From the proposition above we obtain the formula

(*) T(l,x)-T(l,y) = T(l,x+y)
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for degree(jc) = degree(y) = 0. This formula is what we need to prove

necessity in the theorem.

Proof of necessity. As before, let S: Trn(M) -» 7^ (A/, pt.) be the stabili-

zation map. Let K„(M) = {x E TT„(M)\deg(x) - 0} and Ksn(M) = {x E

iTsn(M, pt.)|deg(x) = 0}. These are subgroups and 5: K„(M)-> Ksn(M) is a

homomorphism. Since M is j-parallelizable we have for large r the map a:

Sn+r-» SrM of degree 1, and as before we have a* — a: {M, A/}-»

{Sn, M) = tt^(M, pt.), not necessarily a homomorphism. Letp: A/-» S" he

obtained by pinching to a point the outside of a smooth D" in M. Then

Srp ° a: Sn+r -* S",+/' has degree 1, so it is homotopic to the identity, and we

have a* ° p* = id|wns(Af, pt.). Let {Af, A/}1 be the multiplicative subgroup of

{M, M)° consisting of degree 1 homotopy equivalence; then a* — a:

{M, A/}' -»Ksn(M). Let 1 + p*: Ksn(M)-*{M, M) he the mapx->l +

p*(x). Then 1 + p*: Ä^(A/)-> {M, A/}1, not necessarily a homomorphism,

but

(a* - a) ° (1 + p*) = id\K¿ (A/).

Let E\M) be the //"-space of degree 1 homotopy equivalences of M; we have

a canonical homomorphism 7r0F'(M)-» {A/, A/}1, and we define 8:

tt0E\M) -> K^(M) to be the composition

v0El (M)-*{M,M}xat^aK>n(M).

Then ô is not necessarily a homomorphism, but 5(1) = 0.

Lemma. Define t: K„(M)->tt0E\M) by t(x) = t(1, x). Then this diagram
commutes:

Kn(M)-T-->n0E1(M)

K(M)
Proof of lemma. Let \p: SX -> SX V SX be the H' structure. Then

«p: {SX V SX: A) = {SX: A) X {SX: A) -> {SX: A]

is track addition. Then the homotopy commutativity of the diagram

M

/.\
M-Í->MVS"
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that [5ç>] = [Si] + [Sp] where ¿ = inclusion M e M \J S". Denote by t'(x)

the image of t(x) under tt0Ex(M)-^ {M, M)x c {M, A7}. Then [5<p] = [5t]

+ [5p] implies that t(x) = 1 + p*(Sx), where Sx is the image of x under 5:

ir„(M) -> <(A7, pt.). But then

8(t(x)) = (a* - a) » t'(x) = (a* - a)(l + p*(Sx)) = Sx,

and the lemma is proved.

Finally to prove necessity, notice that the map t: ir„(A/)->0Map(A/, A7)

defined in the introduction is the same as that appearing in the lemma, i.e.

x -* t(1, jc). Notice also that the kernel of suspension is contained in the

kernel of the Hurewicz map so that we may extract from Theorem 1, the

diagram below it, and the lemma, the following commutative diagram:

D(M)-► Kn(M)-► KsnM

7r0Diff"-1 : M-> tt0Ex (M) X

with the top row exact and the left vertical onto. Now a diagram chase using

the fact that r is a homomorphism establishes that if t(x) is in the image of

tfoDiff"""1: M -» tt0Ex(M), then Sx = 0. The proof of necessity, and thus of

the theorem, is complete.
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